Legal Source

of medical and religious personnel

GCI, 30 [4]-31 [5] (see ICRC updated Commentary [6])

GCII, 37 [7] (see ICRC updated Commentary [8])

GCIII, 33 [9]

of personnel belonging to neutral countries

GCI, 32 [10] (see ICRC updated Commentary [11])

of POWs

release at the close of hostilities

GCIII, 118 [12]-119 [13]
POWs transferred to Party not respecting the Conventions

GCIII, 12/3 [14]

seriously wounded or sick POWs to their own country

GCIII, 109/1 [15]

of protected persons

protected persons transferred to a Party not respecting the Conventions

GCIV, 45 [16]

of evacuated persons at end of hostilities in the area

GCIV, 49/2 [17]

of internees

during course of hostilities

GCIV, 132/2 [18]

repatriation and return to last place of residence at close of hostilities or occupation

GCIV, 134 [19]–135 [20]
of remains of dead

GCI, 17/3 [21] (see ICRC updated Commentary [22])

PI, 34 [23]

CIHL, 114 [24]

- CASES

• Iraq: Situation of Internally Displaced Persons [25]
• Syria, Report by UN Commission of Inquiry (March 2017) [26]
• Syria, the Battle for Aleppo [27]
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